Ustinov College GCR Exec Meeting
Minutes
Action Points from 12/03:
AB to send in the banking form that JG filled in regarding the debit card.
[AB to look into insuring our assets before the next trustees meeting.]
[AB to look into sorting out online (ticket) payments.]
AB to look into renewing the Microsoft Office account.
CW to organise a Good Friday Fish & Chips event.
JO to ask Colin for the flags to be put up in SP.
JS to look into the results of the SP café survey.
NQ to book the equipment/DJ needed for the silent disco.
TAB (or someone at SP) to print off the information regarding the printer and put it in the office in SP.
TAB to discuss with the Steering Committee funding for Executive Committee roles for next year.
TAB to organise the committee board.
TP to email Emma/Colin to organise a time to pick up the weights in HF and take them to SP.
TP to organise photos of sports teams.
XM to look into getting a new bunny costume for the Easter Kids’ party.
XM to speak to Glenn about the art event.

18:30pm, 12/03/18
1. Apologies: AB, JS
Present: JG, TAB, XM, AS, TP, AH, NQ, FO, CW, MR, JO, VU
2. Approval of minutes from last meeting.
Minutes from 26/02: apologies from AS, these will be done for next week.
3. Matters arising from previous minutes.
No issues to bring up.
4. Agenda Items:
a. Budgets for Trips [JO]
Both budgets will be presented on Thursday at the General Meeting. Ticket prices
and dates for the trips are to be discussed.
i. Whitby
The proposed budget is for two 53 seat coaches totalling £700.
ii. Lake District

The proposed budget is for two 53 seat coaches totalling £800.
Phoebe not gotten back to JO since he contacted her again, but there seems to be a
number of people who would be happy to be guides on the trip. The Sunday of
week nine is suggested, but it is pointed out that a lot of the undergraduates will go
home that Friday or Saturday, so it may not be convenient for the guides to go then.
Week eight is suggested instead. The trip to Whitby is proposed to be held at the
end of week two. It is believed both of these trips will be quite popular, so JO is
going to propose getting two coaches for each of them at the GM on Thursday.
JO will ask AB to work out ticket pricing for the trips. However, in the end this does
not affect the amount that gets presented at the GM.
It is pointed out that some people may not want to do a rigorous walk, and even the
easiest walk might be quite challenging. Approximately ten guides will be needed all
together. It is decided that the GCR will buy the guides some lunch, which Sarah will
be able to organise through yum. It is thought this will cost around £3 or £4 per
person, so an extra £50 will be added to the budget on Thursday for the Lake District.

b. Art Workshop/Competition [XM]
XM to talk to Glenn about the art workshop/competition.
XM emailed Glenn about the art workshop, who responded asking for the email
describing the competition to be sent out by this Friday. The theme will be “home”
and for prizes he came up with the following proposal:
The Peoples’ prize for best three overall works as decided by online voting:
1st Prize £50
2nd Prize £30
3rd Prize £20
The Judging Panel’s prize for the three best works in four different categories
photography, sculpture, painting, poetry/.
1st Prize £50
2nd Prize £30
3rd Prize £20
We have £500 for prizes and XM would like to give as many people prizes as possible
to encourage participation. Glenn has asked the Committee to discuss this and get
back to him. He has already ordered the paints and papers, and the upstairs
meeting room will be available to students on Wednesday afternoons and evenings
depending on availability.
Glenn will contribute money to put the artwork in a booklet. XM to email Glenn
back regarding the event.

c. Earth Hour [XM]
Tim got back to XM regarding the Earth Hour event, saying he is ok with the idea but
the porter on site needs to be talked to on the day. A safety and risk assessment will
also need to be done. XM will follow up on this with Farah.
It is asked what the nature of the switch off is, as it is pointed out that people will
not be happy if, for example, their computer gets turned off in the middle of them
working on their dissertation. However, it is confirmed that it is the lights in Fisher

House that may be turned off, and the lights outside of SP. Farah has submitted a
risk assessment form for the event, but said she might order candles for outside of
Fisher House, which will come to under £50. XM will speak to Farah about the event.

d. Office Hours during Easter Holidays [TAB]
On researching previous years, TAB has noticed that the office was not kept open
during last Easter. It is decided that for as long as the GCR are not selling anything,
the office will be shut during the Easter holidays, except for every Wednesday; the
office will be open for gym membership requests that day.

e. Pizza Budget for GM [TAB]
A pizza budget must be passed for the GM this Thursday. A motion is put forward
[CW] to pass the amount of money that was spent the last time pizza was bought for
a GCR event. The motion passes unanimously.

f.

Summer BBQ Budget [JG]
JG has put together some example budgets for various price points for the Summer
BBQ. He has been asking agencies and acts for quotes for a headliner. He has also
started talking to people for quotes for graphic design and branding to get together
a sensible number. JC Audio is now fully booked in, and JG contacted both Dusk ‘Til
Dawn and Vortex Lighting to get quotes. He has also enquired as to Paul Skerritt’s
availability and found a couple more postgraduate bands to play.
1. Budget BBQ
Staging
Talent
Entertainment
- Generator hire
Lighting
Audio Tech
Stash
Decorations
Advertising/Branding
Food
Total:

£1,500
£2,000
£2,700
£0
£1,200
£500
£250
£0
£3,000
£11,150

2. Medium BBQ
Staging
£1,500
Talent
£5,000
- Now includes a small headline act
Entertainment
£3,500
- Generator hire + additional rides/games
Lighting
£1,500
- Lighting for main stage
Audio Tech
£1,200
Stash
£500
Decorations
£1,000
Food
£4,000
Advertising/Branding
£2,000
- Posters/signs/graphic design/other comms
Total:
£20,200

3. Big Final HF BBQ
Staging
£1,500
Talent
£12,000
- Now includes a small headline act + big headliner
Entertainment
£4,000
- Generator hire + further entertainment
Lighting
£2,500
- Lighting for main stage
Audio Tech
£2,200
- Extra budget in case of extra equipment for riders
Stash
£1,000
- Extra volunteers and subsidised BBQ t-shirts for guests
Decorations
£1,000
Food
£4,000
Advertising/Branding
£2,000
- Posters/signs/graphic design/other comms
Total:
£30,200
The ‘Budget BBQ’ would consist of, for example, Paul Skerritt band and a few other
small things, with Etienne DJing at night.
The bigger BBQs would allow better acts to be brought in to perform. The BBQ
would actually have a theme and the advertising and branding would be more
professional. Some suggestions include cardboard cut outs and a dunk tank. Also,
BBQ t-shirts could be bought and subsidised a little. They used to be bought and
given out as prizes, for example.
JG asks if the committee is comfortable with all the budgets being put forward to
the General Meeting. The £30,000 is the upper limit for what could be spent taking
into account the fact we have received more levy payments this year, and
reparations for items that will not be able to be moved to SP from HF. The worry is
if this money is not spent this year, then it will sit in the bank account and the
people who paid the money will not benefit from it.
The large budget would make the day a mini festival. It is pointed out that it is our
College day, after all. A concern is put forward that it would take too much man
power, and so perhaps the middle budget should be pushed.
A vote is held as to whether the committee agrees for the budgets to be presented
at the General Meeting. The vote is unanimous for.

g. Outgoing President Bursary [JG]
Glenn and CMT were talking, and proposed giving the outgoing President of a given
year £2,000 off of accommodation fees for the following year in order for them to
stay around and help out the new GCR Executive Committee. This would not just be
for this year; this would be for all future years. It is asked if the outgoing President
would sit on the Executive Committee the next year, to which JG responds that
would be for us to decide. JG emphasises that this is not £2,000 to spend on

whatever the committee wants; this is an offer with no alternative. Note that JG has
stepped out while this is discussed.
It is pointed out that giving the ex-President this amount of money for the next year
would most likely mean they would be part of (or be heavily involved with) the
committee for another year. Whilst some Presidents may be happy to be around
and keep working with the GCR, some Presidents in the past have not wanted to
continue after their full year as President. It is argued that it does not seem fair to
have the outgoing President feel they must remain involved after their time in the
role comes to an end.
There are some clear advantages acknowledged by the committee. For example, it
may happen that in a certain year very few Executive Committee members remain
on the committee for the following year. This would mean the incoming committee
would lack experience, so the old President could help them out. Given how many
meetings our current President attends, and the number of Resident Associations
and Working Groups, perhaps it would be useful for the new President to have the
outgoing one around to ask questions, and to smooth the transition. It would give
the outgoing President financial incentive to stay around, which could be useful.
However, a concern is put forward which the committee is in general agreement on;
having the outgoing President around in some kind of advisory role may undermine
the new President. This person would come in with ideas of their own, that perhaps
the old President would not agree with. This may lead to a clashing of ideas (or
personalities), and the new President may feel the outgoing one is looking over their
shoulder. It may limit the new President.
There is an air of confusion about what the intentions of College are in developing
and funding this role. For example, it is questioned how long the outgoing President
would remain as an advisory role (and what they would actually be doing). There is
a month long handover period which the committee agrees should be enough time
for the new President to get to grips with the main principals of the role before then
going on to make it their own.
It is asked if this kind of role would be unique to our College, or if there is precedent
elsewhere. It is pointed out that some other Colleges have a longer overlap
period/hand over period between Presidents. It is suggested this £2,000 could be
better spent on something else, however the Committee is reminded that the offer
is this or nothing and so we should not be discussing what else this money could be
used to do.
It is also pointed out that the old President being around and seemingly still being
heavily involved may undermine the new President’s authority with the various
groups that the President meets.
For £2,000 a clear, well defined job would have to be laid out.

TAB asks whether the Executive Committee should be deciding this, or if the
committee feels it should be taken to a General Meeting. It is pointed out that this
seems unnecessary as it would not affect the broader College directly (other than
when people were considering applying for the role).
It is decided to vote on whether the issue can be decided in this Executive
Committee meeting.
Vote: 7 for, 2 against, 1 abstention. The decision will be made in this meeting.
It is suggested that if we do not end up voting to allow the £2,000, then perhaps our
thoughts should be sent to College, describing what our reservations are, the fact
that the committee is slightly confused by the offer and to find out what the
purpose of this role is; what is the problem that is trying to be solved with this?
It is decided to vote on whether we agree to take the £2,000 in accommodation fees
for the outgoing President to stay around and help the new Executive Committee.
Vote: 9 against, 1 abstention. It is decided not to accept the £2,000 bursary for the
outgoing President, but the committee would like to send the confusions and
concerns brought up to College to explain the reasoning behind declining this offer.

h. Funding for Committee Positions [JG]
At the moment, only the President and the Treasurer are funded in some way; the
President gets a full accommodation bursary while the Treasurer gets a half
accommodation bursary. JG puts forward the suggestions that the GCR gives
College some money each year to act as a small accommodations bursary for certain
other positions. We would decide how much.
It is asked how this would work, as it seems the GCR would just be paying some of
its committee members but through College as an intermediate. It is pointed out
that in any other Common Room the President would be paid around £14,000;
therefore, there is precedent that Common Rooms can pay people to do a certain
kind of job. The GCR decided not to have sabbatical roles in the past, so this would
be our sort of equivalent.
It is pointed out that if more people were to get scholarships then an effort would
have to be made to monitor people and make sure they were doing their job. It is
possible to VONC someone and if that happened the person would not receive the
bursary. Constitutionally it is not more difficult to VONC someone if they have a
bursary. Furthermore, getting a bursary may encourage people to do their job well.
It is asked what source the money would come from; in particular, if it would come
from College or the levy payments, and if College would have a say in what the role
does if they are giving money out to these roles. It is suggested that the
composition fee could go toward it. College give accommodation bursaries already
to the President and Treasurer (and this year the Vice President) and they do not
have a say in what those roles do, so no they would not.

It is pointed out that this year it has been useful having some Executive Committee
members living in College accommodation, and with accommodation fees going up
again this may encourage future committee members to live in. A concern is put
forward that for livers out it might not be fair to encourage people to live in College,
however it is highlighted that these members are being asked to do a job so it seems
completely fair. However, the amount that might be available to give may not be
enough to encourage students who take these roles to live in.
JG emphasises that this is just supposed to be a preliminary discussion, then what
we want to do can be thought about in more detail. Any decision would have to be
presented at and voted on in a General Meeting. It varies quite a lot between
Colleges what role is paid, but the main ones that are currently not paid by us are
Welfare Officer, Bar Steward and Vice President. It is pointed out that often those
Welfare Officers are on call a couple of nights a week 24/7, coordinate a big Welfare
Team, and would get a lot of training. However, the GCR would not give a full
accommodation scholarship like this kind of role; it would give a smaller amount
depending on what the role of Welfare Officer is in Ustinov.
During previous discussions of things like this, an issue that has been brought up is
that volunteers should not be paid. However, in the past the suggestion has been to
actually pay the person with money; this suggestion is only to give a certain bursary
specifically for College accommodation. In other colleges, the Tech Team gets paid
minimum wage.
A concern is put forward that whilst there may be people in certain roles that do a
very good job this year, in future years the person might not do as much stuff.
However, it is pointed out that the individuals in a role should not influence the
decision on whether he role will receive funding and how much; the money should
be given specifically for the role that is set out.
It is suggested that a role be interviewed for. Previously, the Bar Manager (Steward)
role was interviewed for, however that was College that were paying that money to
them.
It is decided that this discussion should be taken to the Steering Committee. TAB
will take the lead on the discussion, and invites anyone on the Executive Committee
who would like to discuss this to come along.

5. Officer Reports:
a. Bar Steward [VU]
Both bars still exist! A bar staff meeting took place at SP at 17:00 today. It is
pointed out a BMC meeting has not taken place this term.
From next week onwards, VU will have access to the bar staff rota. This will not be
to fix or create anything, but to put in shift changes/swaps over the weekend when
Hospitality is not available to do it. It is emphasised that it now seems VU is taking
over part of their job.
Two additional kegs will be delivered to SP for the St Patrick’s Day party. Sarah did
not look into an alternative to the extra bar, so it will be there again. VU mentioned
at the bar staff meeting that bar staff discount has still not been programmed into
the tills at SP. He was told to talk to Ian.

At the SP party there will be a £5 minimum card payment. VU will try to spread the
information as much as possible so that people are prepared for this. It is pointed
out that at SP there was nothing wrong with the card machines, but the bar staff
want to use this party to trial the £5 minimum spend. People will not be able to get
cash back immediately, but after the bar has taken some money they will be able to.
It is pointed out by various committee members that it seems the payment is being
restricted for no reason; VU says he will leave it to the TL for the night to make the
final decision on whether the minimum spend will be implemented or not.
From now on, there will be two staff on the HF bar on Saturday and two on Sunday,
rather than three on Saturday and one on Sunday.

b. Clubs & Societies [TP]
TP to talk to choir about changing their constitution.
TP spoke to Sam after the Executive Committee meeting last Monday. He will look
into it.
TP to organise photos of sports teams.
TP will pester the Ustinovian again. MR will send a message to the person in charge
of the Ustinovian regarding this request.
TP to arrange the fixing of the pool table mechanisms.
The mechanisms in the pool tables have now been fixed.
TP and JS to organise a central store of first aid items for the sports teams.
TP has contacted the sports teams, and told them to stay in contact over summer
about what first aid equipment they need.
TP was told a local hockey team train in Durham school outside of term time;
apparently there is a sort of porter on site during that time, so it may be possible to
use their facilities even outside of the school term next year.
A Clubs and Societies meeting took place at 17:30 today. TP to email Emma/Colin to
organise a time to pick up the weights in HF and take them to SP.

c. Communications [MR]
MR to create a calendar of events for the rest of the year.
JG is in the middle of doing that now. MR reached out to people to see if they were
interested, but they did not respond.
XM to create a Facebook event for Castle Formal and advertise ticket sales on
WeChat.
This was done.
MR passed on some of the updates to the website to Walter. Any further updates
should be sent to Walter.

MR is going to talk to JG about what is required regarding advertising for the
Summer BBQ. MR led a local walk last weekend; he is going to hold another one this
weekend.

d. DSU [AH]
Once again, the university seems to have valued money over reputation. AH will be
attending Assembly on Tuesday. A petition has been set up to try and combat the
change that the university have made to their plans for naming the new College. A
donor is now going to be allowed to name the College, whereas before it was
supposed to be named after a woman who has contributed to Durham or the North
East. AH requests as many of the committee to sign it as possible. There will be a
town hall meeting with the Vice Chancellor tomorrow.
There have been ten responses on the don set survey. People think they are too
small and there is not enough storage. There is not enough interest for don sets, but
AH hopes the results can be used to get more storage put in rooms with two people.

e. Facilities [XM]
XM to get a new screen protector for the Dryburn TV.
XM has ordered the new screen protector; Lana will arrange for someone to put it
on the TV when it arrives.
JS to look into the results of the SP café survey.
To be done.
NQ to take the new flags to Ops and ask them to replace the current ones; JG to
follow up on this.
NQ took the flags to the relevant person last Tuesday, but they have still not been
put up yet by Ops. JG received an email on Friday saying they might have to be put
up next week. JO to ask Colin for the flags to be put up in SP.
AB to set up a system for borrowing decorations/equipment that the GCR owns.
This was put in place. AB got the checklist of things from MR that were borrowed
for the International Dress Party. A form will be put in the storage room for the
future so it can be filled in while there.
XM sent an email to Sam asking about the delivery of the new stash order. Due to
the snow, she may not be able to have the stash delivered by the end of term.
However, it is pointed out that she promised she would have this done; this is
important as an ERASMUS student will be going home after term ends. XM will tell
Sam that if she cannot fulfil her promise to have the stash delivered by the end of
term then she will have to send the stash to the relevant person’s home free of
charge.
AB requests for there to be some static information for the committee as to where
the printer is at SP and how to use it freely. TAB to organise this.
A new bunny costume may be bought for the children’s Easter party. XM to look
into this.

f.

Finance [AB] [Apologies]
Figures from the treasurer:
Balance on 04/03: £17,064.22
Amazon
Cash in
R N Race TV Remount
Amazon
Amazon
Paypal
Papa Johns
Amazon
Papa Johns
Amazon
Lees Coaches
JC Audio
Netflix

-£5.00
+£4,395.00
-£60.00
-£9.57
-£8.99
-£59.44
-£46.78
-£5.92
-£58.77
+£2.99
-£700.00
-£250.00
-£7.99

Carried forward (11/03): £20,249.75
[AB to send in the banking form that JG filled in regarding the debit card.]

[AB to look into insuring our assets before the next trustees meeting.]

[AB to look into sorting out online (ticket) payments.]

AB/TP to buy the new games console, games and controllers.
AB has bought the PS4, which is now at SP. Only three controllers were bought, not
four, due to a change in the price.
[AB to look into renewing the Microsoft Office account.]

g. International Officer [JO]
Nothing else to report.

h. Livers Out [CW]
CW to organise a Good Friday Fish & Chips event.
This is ongoing.

i.

Social
i. Social Secretary [NQ]
JG to contact the Radisson regarding holding next year’s Induction formal
and Burns Night formal there.

These have been booked in.
NQ to book the equipment/DJ needed for the silent disco.
This will be done.
AS to organise Castle Formal online ticket reservation form + emails.
This was done. Castle formal tickets are currently still being paid for. The
tickets that were not claimed by 20:00 tonight will be sold on from
tomorrow at 18:00.
XM will send out an email asking for volunteers for the Kids Easter Party this
week, and will come up with a budget for next week.
The art in the SP café will be moved in time for the party. VU received an
email from Trudy saying she found some decorations online for St Patrick’s
Day if none had been organised yet.

ii. Ball Secretary [FO]
FO, NQ, JG and CW visited Beamish hall last Thursday. Thanks to CW from
the committee for driving everyone there and back. There, they decided on
the menu for the Ball.
JG has now handed over to FO, but will remain involved to help out,
especially regarding the budget to be presented on Thursday. JG has invited
the college officers to the Ball already.

j.

Steering [TAB]
TAB has advertised the general meeting to everyone. TAB reminds the committee
again to send apologies and reports to AS in advance of the meeting (by Tuesday at
19:00). Glenn will be attending the meeting for a Q&A session.
The office hours rota has been slightly altered in order to fill the Monday gap.
TAB to sort out the committee board.

k. University/College [JG]
JG met with Owen Adams on Wednesday. He brought up a few things, such as
rewriting the Independent Common Room Memorandum of Agreement (which
states it must be rechecked every five years. It has now been six years.). He also
brought up complaints about the late payment of the composition fee, which is
apparently being looked into. He also asked if more Common Room Presidents
could attend DURF as they are more directly related to the issues than the DSU are.
Owen Adams has found a fund of £5,000 for research projects for Common Rooms
that was rediscovered during the last talks with him. They have decided to organise
a roundtable discussion as to what to do with it and duke it out between colleges.

There are going to be big Durham Award changes that JG says sound really good for
postgraduates, even though they will not be official for quite a while.
Regarding differential fees, the working group apparently came back with the
answer “let's not do differential fees".
JG did not end up meeting with the Councillors regarding the mini Festival in
Sheraton Park, but did everything by correspondence. There are some possible
issues with licensing for street trading; he is waiting on councillors to respond.
JG attended the PACT (Police and Communities Together) with the local PCSOs.
There are no student-related issues to report. JG says he might be able to get them
on side regarding bar license extensions.
JG met with Lynsey to discuss College Honours for this year and discuss changes to
the format. He thinks it is best to separate College awards from GCR awards (and
the GCR awards should be a bit more fun. JG will present them). JG thinks he has
found some money from the transition budget for this formal coming to
approximately £3,000. JG suggests making this a big deal and getting sports teams
deeply involved.
JG has been talking through some licensing issues with Joe with regards to running
Ustinov Live at SP in the future. Depending on how exactly the amendments to the
license were worded, we may have to use the sound system that has been installed.
JG had a request from Sarah Prescott before her leaving that captains of teams send
in the "certificate" that you get from the consent course so that college can show
they are trying to get through to people (our turnout for this "compulsory" course is
around 2%, JG believes). TP has asked the captains to do this.
Everything is booked regarding formals in external venues now. JG will be going for
a tour round next Thursday, and calls for anyone who wants to join him to come
along.
JG helped draft the letter to Stuart from JCR PresComm.
JG met alumni people from DUBS, who want to run a joint boat party with us. They
would mainly organise it, and we can invite people.
SPRA
The SPRA AGM happened; there were no nominations for Chairperson or Vice
Chairperson. It has been decided to co-opt the previous vice chair (who was not
present or aware of this) in the interim until a Chairperson can be found. Two other
executive members will continue their roles, but they are not regular attendees.
Four other "ordinary members" volunteered to continue in their roles, but only one
of whom was present. Those whom the GCR Committee knew were stepping down
did indeed do so. Helen Martin (Community Room Administrator) and a new

gentleman named Steven volunteered as two new "ordinary members", so there is
some hope for the future of the SPRA.
No important issues were raised that the GCR Committee were not already aware of.
The usual threats to, for example, burn student cars, etc. occurred. It was pointed
out by Mark Bell that calling in parking officers to ticket student cars would affect far
more residents than students due to illegal/inconsiderate parking on both sides.
They will be starting a group to question the expense of the fees paid to SPML, and
JG suggested they speak to Ian as he has been dealing with our third of the bill. JG
cannot imagine him being averse to paying less in estate management fees and
might be willing to support the efforts / attend their meetings with SPML if it meant
saving a few thousand pounds.
It is asked how Ustinov did in the ‘cut down on energy’ event that was pushed by the
university. Noone has heard anything about it so presumably Ustinov did not win
the competition.

l.

Welfare [JS] [Apologies]
The consent and boundaries discussions were held last week, and were relatively
well attended. JS held a community coffee morning at SP on Wednesday which was
quite successful. He is planning on running another one on a weekend in the future,
in order to improve attendance and avoid annoying Hospitality.
JS made all the posters for International Women’s Day, with Maryham’s help. The
IWD event went well at HF but was poorly attended at SP.
JS set up the condoms/hygiene products at SP and promoted them via the Ustinov
Facebook group. He requests that an email is sent promoting the tins and
highlighting the availability of welfare supplies at SP. This should be put in the
Newsletter.
JS met with Ryan to discuss Pride, and is planning to discuss with him about doing
more for the LGBT+ network in Ustinov this week.

6. AOB
a. Committee Social [TAB]
TAB to organise a committee social.
The committee social will be held on the 20th of March.

Alastair Stewart
GCR Secretary
12/03/2018

